
Rob Mods Simple 2-Band Preamp (August, 2019)

Here's a DIY onboard bass guitar preamp with active treble and bass 
controls.

D1 provides reverse-polarity protection.  R10 and R11 form a voltage divider 
to supply the reference or bias voltage for the opamps.  The opamp at pins 
1,2 and 3 of U1 forms the input buffer.  Its input impedance is set by the 
parallel resistances of R1 and R2.  This is 688 k-ohms.  If you are driving the 
preamp with a low-impedance signal source, (such as EMG active pickups), 
the input impedance can be much lower, but C1 should be increased 
proportionately.  R1 provides an earth reference for the coupling cap C1, and 
minimises switch-pop if you use an active-passive bypass switch.  R1 can be 
omitted if no such switch is required.  This will leave the value of R2 to 
essentially set the input impedance of the preamp.  For my Project Berocca 
bass, I left out R1, and used 470nF and 220K for C1 and R2.  This is because
the signal comes from the active blend control.  Setting the input impedance 
no higher than it really needs to be will give better noise performance, 
especially with very low current opamps, such as the TL062 and the LF442.

C2 creates a bass roll-off at approximately 25hz.  The treble and bass filter 
itself is a standard Baxandall opamp topology.  I chose B50K for the treble 
and bass controls because this is readily available as dual-concentric 
(“stacked”) pot.  They are also easy to find with long threads for guitar 
installation.  



   Treble Pot Bass Pot

Note that TP-1 is connected to R4 and BP-1 is connected to R6.  This will 
ensure that clockwise rotation will give boost.

If you use a dual-concentric pot, the upper lugs are for the lower control, and 
vice-versa.  

As shown, the bass and treble capacitor values will give centre frequencies of
50hz and 7khz.

This will work well for the majority of bass guitars, but if you want to try some 
different centre frequencies with your instrument here are some alternatives.



Treble Control Centre
Frequency C3 C4

11khz 2.7nF 220p

7khz 3.3nF 470p

4.5khz 4.7nF 1nF

3khz 6.8nF 1.5nF

Bass Control Centre
Frequency C2 C5

90hz 470nF 27nF

50hz 1uF 47nF

30hz 1.5uF 82nF



When choosing opamps for battery operated audio circuits there is always a 
compromise between noise performance and current consumption (IOW, 
battery life).  I feel the MC33178 is a good choice for this preamp.  However 
the DIP (through-hole) version is getting hard to find these days.  Here are 
some alternatives in a rough order of performance.
 

Low Current/High Noise <--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---> Low Noise/High Current

TL062, LF442, LT1492, LT1884, LM358, TL072, LF353, LT1211, LT1498, LM833
                          

There are hundreds more opamps that will work just fine in this circuit.  Make 
sure you buy an 8-DIP (8-pin, dual in-line) IC.

The stripboard layout:

Notice there's a jumper under the IC.  Obviously, install this before the IC 
socket.  R1, R3, R5, and R9 have to be installed standing on one end.  The 
legs of C6 will likely have to be bent inwards slightly to be installed on 
neighbouring tracks.  

Bottom view:



In general, the board is quite crowded, but this has been done to make the 
preamp as small as possible.  Also make sure the diode, the electrolytic caps,
and the IC are all orientated correctly.  Use 1/2 W or ¼ W metal film resistors,
MKT or greencap capacitors for C1-5, and a ceramic cap for C6.  The 
electrolytic caps C7-9 should be rated at 25v (for max 18v operation.)

Stripboard can be trimmed easily by first scoring with a stanley knife, then 
snapping.  The most common way to cut the tracks is with a Dremel tool.

Once all the wires are added, and their colours are noted, the completed
circuit board should be covered in a length of heatshrink.  I also recommend a
coat of circuit board lacquer.  It should be installed with double-sided tape or 
at least have its movement limited with
cable-ties.  

Here is the preamp installed in Project Berocca along with the Active Blend 
Control.  For shielding purposes, the cavity and electronics cover are lined 
with a combination of conductive paint and copper tape.



Typical installation with active-passive push-pull switch on the
volume control:



How the Two-Band Preamp and Active Blend Control 
are wired in Project Berocca:

R1 is omitted from the preamp.  There is no bypass switching, so it's not 
needed.  R2 is 220K.  There is no need for a 1M input impedance with such a
low impedance source (the Active Blend Control output).  With R2 reduced, 
C1 should be increased proportionately.  I've used 470nF.  

Also missing from the preamp are D1, C8, C9, R10 and R11.  As you can see
the Active Blend Control board supplies both the 9v and Vref for the opamps 
on the preamp board.

The Active Blend Control is missing C1 (optional capacitive loading), but C3 is
2.2nF.  This, along with 82K for R1 and R2 were found to give the desired 
tone for each pickup.

The centre lug of the blend pot is wired directly to the input coupling cap of 
the preamp.  This makes C5 and R3 of the Active Blend Control redundant so
these have been omitted also.

And finally, I changed the IC in the Active Blend Control to an LF442.  This 
was in the interests of battery life.


